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Street Photography and The Law (in New York City) 

There seems to be some misinformation out there about the constraints the law      

places on street photography. I am here hopefully to clear some of them up,           

particularly as the law relates to photography and New York. Of course, in this rather 

litigious society we live in, I do have to say now that none of this should be construed 

as legal advice in the formal or informal sense of the word. And, despite anyone’s 

knowledge here that I am an attorney does not create in any way shape or form an 

attorney-client relationship. So: to avoid any confusion, please be advised that none 

of what I say should constitute either legal advice or create any sort of attorney-client 

relationship. Consult your own attorney for questions. 

1) If you want to take my picture, 

you’ll need to get my permission 

first: As a general matter, you do not 

need any permission to take anyones 

photograph with a normal camera so 

long as you are in a public place that 

you have authority and permission to be 

in. This means in plain English that if 

you’re on the street, and your subject is 

on the street, it’s fair game. You might 

start asking, ‘But what about those    

written releases?’ Those releases you 

see some photographers giving to their 

subjects are commercial releases.  It’s 

essentially a waiver that the subject 

signs so that they won’t later sue the 
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SEQCC Meeting Schedule 

The Southeast Queens Camera Club meets on the 
2nd, 3rd and 4th Tuesday of each month at 7:30pm 
on the 2nd Floor of the Roy Wilkins Family Center, 
177-01 Baisley Blvd. at 177th Street, Jamaica, NY 
11434.  *Optional dates, see P&E Chairperson. 

Meeting dates for the 2018 - 2019 season are: 

September    11, 18, 25          February   12, 19, 26 

October         9, 16, 23, 30*    March        12, 19, 26 

November     13, 20, 27           April         9, 16, 23, 30* 

December      11, 18                 May             14, 21, 28 

January          8, 15, 22, 29*    June           11, 18, 25 

The Southeast Queens Camera Club does not endorse 

the content on any third party website.  SEQCC is not 

responsible for the content or result of any damages 

with third-parties.  Your use of third-party websites is 

at your own risk and subject to the terms and condi-

tions of use for such websites. ©Southeast Queens 

Camera Club 2019, All Rights Reserved. Unauthorized 

use of images contained in this newsletter or website 

is strictly prohibited.   

The Newsletter Committee looks forward to you 

sharing your experiences, skills and thoughts 

with the club. 

Everyone is invited to submit articles and         

pictures to be published in the newsletter. The 

deadline for receiving such information is the 

25th of each month. 

Forward your articles to newsletter@seqcc.org. 

Thank you. 

 
 

MARCH 

     5th: Executive Committee Meeting 

   12th: Lightroom Post Production tips with 

   Lavonne Hall.    

   19th: Video presentation entitled, “Finding 

   Vivian Maier”  

   26th: Competition: Judge Eli Rivera 

APRIL 

 2nd: Executive Committee Meeting 

  9th: Macro Month featuring Kathy Baca 

16th: Macro Month featuring Kathy Baca 

23rd: Special Theme Competition: Black&White, Judge Denis Golin 

30th: Critique Night 

PRESIDENT:  Ronald Moore                    

VICE PRESIDENT:  Open 

SECRETARY:  Renee Harper                 

TREASURER:  Israel Singleton      

 

STANDING COMMITTEES: 

 

COMMUNICATIONS 

Open 

    

COMPETITION 

Kenneth Whitehead   Dianne Heggie 

 

EXTERNAL VENUE 

Lisa Wade   Doris King 

 

FIELD TRIPS 

Open 

 

MEMBERSHIP 

Lisa Wade 

 

NEWSLETTER 

Open 

 

PROGRAMS & EDUCATION 

Brenda Gates  

 

WEB & TECHNOLOGY 

Ron Moore 

 

HOSPITALITY 

Jean Bain  Delian Slater 

 

MEMBER(S) AT LARGE 

Open 

 

FOUNDERS 

Dorothy Gist  Hughe Williams         

Ron Caldwell  Jim Grant 

 

ADVISORS 

Leonard Nangle Lawrence Gallmon 

 

PFLI DELEGATES 

Marvin Sheppard                            

mailto:newsletter@seqcc.org?subject=Article%20for%20Newsletter
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 Birthdays 

Membership Corner
Have you paid your dues? 

JUST A REMINDER: 

General Courtesy: 

Please turn your cell phones off or place them on vibrate during competition 
and when a Presenter is addressing the membership.  Keep all questions and       
comments to yourself, until after competitions. Let’s all show respect and         

appreciation to the Judges and Presenters. 

Open Committees:  

SEQCC does not operate without the input and the help of its members.       
Currently, the following committees need volunteers to help SEQCC succeed as 
a club, Communications, Field Trips and Newsletter, but your participation on  
any committee is welcome. Please see any Executive Committee member for 

more information. Thank you. 

Don’t forget, this newsletter is interactive. Click on certain pictures or text to be 

linked to pages with in depth explanations or more content.   

Cassandra Tinglin - 6th 

 

William Taylor - 16th 

Roy Brown - 15th  

 

Marvin Sheppard - 30th 
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Programs and Education 

 

March 12: Our presenter will be Lavonne Hall who will show us 

   images of her life's work as a photographer and give us 

   tips regarding Lightroom Post Production.  

   A native New Yorker, Lavonne Hall has worked in      

   photography and film for more than 20 years. She      

   recently became the new coordinator of the NY Photo 

   Salon, earned a Master of Professional Studies degree 

   in Digital Photography from New York City’s School of 

   Visual Arts and developed two iPad apps for the same 

   department. Prior to graduate school, she was the staff 

   and events photographer for the International Center of 

   Photography where she currently teaches classes in 

   digital photography and conducts portfolio reviews.  

   Lavonne Hall  

 

March 19: Award winning video presentation entitled, “Finding 

   Vivian Maier” a street photographer who worked as a 

   nanny, mostly in Chicago's North Shore, pursuing    

   photography during her spare time. Her photos were 

   largely unknown and unpublished during her lifetime 

   until recently. Maier's photographs were first published 

   on the Internet in July 2008, but in 2009 Maier's work 

   subsequently attracted critical acclaim and have been 

   exhibited around the world.  

 

March 26: Competition Night, Judge: Eli J. Rivera  

 

http://www.digital-lavonne.com/about
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 External Venue 

Greetings, 

We have been given more time to complete our “LIFE in Black and White” exhibit with 

the Elmont Library. The exhibit will run from Saturday, June 1, 2019 through Sunday, 

June 30, 2019.  

As I am told, the club will be featuring info to get us there with emphasis on black and 

white photography. There will be a slide show presented at various meetings and a 

few images included here to help serve as a guide as to what we are looking for,  

Black and White images of people going about their LIFE. 

General reminders: please have 3 images ready to submit, all submissions will be 

considered. I would also like to have work from our beginners to highlight the depth 

of our club’s talent pool.  

Please be creative; candid shots are best and please do NOT duplicate the examples 

we are providing. Use your photographic eye, what moves YOU and tells a story.   

Submission dates and further details to follow. 

Joyfully, 

Lisa, External Venue Chair  
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 Field Trips 

Upcoming: 
 

The following Field Trips have been tentatively scheduled, please see the trip 

leader for more information. 
 

Saturday, MARCH 16, 2019: Hicks Nurseries lead by Leonard Nangle 
 

APRIL 2019 (Date TBA): AMNH Butterfly Conservatory lead by Dianne Heggie 
 

Friday, MAY 24, 2019: Bethpage/Jones Beach Air Show lead by Marvin Sheppard 
 

Saturday, JUNE 22, 2019: Mermaid Parade, Coney Island, Brooklyn, NY 

 

FYI: 
 

THE ORCHID SHOW: SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHERS’ PASS 

Friday, March 22, 2019, 8:30 a.m. – 10 a.m. 

Limited Space Available 

For serious photographers only, REGISTER NOW to receive photographers-only access. This is a  
rare opportunity to capture the exquisite beauty of The Orchid Show without casual visitors present. 
Bring your tripod (this is the only time we'll allow them in the Conservatory!) since you'll be shooting 

with available light. Please minimize gear—no backdrops or screens.   

Schedule: Friday, 03/22/19  

Times:  08:30am - 10:00am  

Instructor:   

Location: NYBG, The New York Botanical Garden  

Price:   Member : $49.00  

   Non-Member : $55.00 

 

Remember, you do not have to wait for an “official” SEQCC field trip 
to be scheduled in order to explore a location you’d like to shoot.    
Get together with other members or friends that you know would be       
interested in shooting the location with you, creating an adventure 
and sharing the experience. Need help with your Sonikanon camera? 
Find members with the same brand and meet up for a local walk, talk, 

shoot and/or eat, your choice. 

https://www.hicksnurseries.com/
https://www.amnh.org/exhibitions/the-butterfly-conservatory
http://airshow.jonesbeach.com/
https://www.coneyisland.com/programs/mermaid-parade
https://www.nybg.org/event/the-orchid-show/orchid-show-programs/the-orchid-show-special-photographers-pass/
http://adulted.nybg.org:8080/cart65/jsp/session.jsp?sessionId=193GWP229A&courseId=194GWP229&categoryId=10124&_ga=2.42717861.1013166203.1551853910-284571970.1551853910C:/Users/arciem01/Documents/2014PrinterTestFileFlat
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AFRICAN GLOBAL VILLAGE 
The SEQCC presentation celebrating Black History Month with the African 
Global Village was a huge success. The Photo Cards on display were a popular 
attraction and everyone wanted to take one, or two or more! We had to limit the 
offering to only 2 cards per visitor. It was interesting to see what types of       

images the visitors were attracted to. 

This year also marks the retirement of Reverend Dr. Henry T. Simmons at the  
St. Albans Congregational Church. We all wish the Reverend and his wife Gayle 

the best of luck.    
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17th Annual SQPA “Colors in Black” Art Exhibit 
 

Listing over 90 artists participating with over 400 pieces on display, this years 
“Colors in Black” Art Exhibit was the largest yet for SQPA. The SQPA Art Committee 
would like to thank the Southeast Queens Camera Club for their continued support 

and participation. 

I would like to extend a thank you to all of the members who participated this year, 
Helen Dobbins-Bryan, Gail Dobbins, Lawrence Gallmon, Brenda Gates, Doris King, 
Renee Harper, Dianne Heggie, Mark Promax, Ralph Simmons and Lisa Wade,        
beautiful work guys, let’s keep it up! A big congratulations to Gail Dobbins, Helen 
Dobbins-Bryan, Renee Harper, Ralph Simmons, Lisa Wade and Doris King for selling 
their pieces, in fact Doris sold all she had on display. I guess I’ll be shooting veggies 

next year!   

 

 

Behind the scenes preparation. 
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17th Annual SQPA “Colors in Black” Art Exhibit 

More BTS and a closer look at some of the art. 
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17th Annual SQPA “Colors in Black” Art Exhibit 
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17th Annual SQPA “Colors in Black” Art Exhibit 

I’m looking forward to our exhibit at the Elmont Library and to having more of          
SEQCC’s members display their talent publicly. We owe it to ourselves and to the 
next generation of artists who, believe it or not, do study our work and all the other 
work that is presented to them. So let’s put our best foot forward and produce some 
compelling, noteworthy art.   
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Street Photography and The Law (in New York) 

company if your photo shows up on a commercial. But if you’re not seeking to sell the work            
commercially (defined not as simply selling your artwork at a gallery but rather as large scale 
distribution like commercial products not defined as art) or it’s for news purposes, there’s no 
reason to seek a permission/waiver from your subject, because you already have it if you 
are in a public place that you have authority and permission to be in.  See Hoepker v. Kruger 
(2002); Nussenzweig v. DiCorcia (2007). 

When you are in a private place, like a store or museum, then your “rights” as a               
photographer are more limited depending on the internal rules. Some photographers        
believe that any restriction of freedom is a violation of “rights.”  In the United States, and in 
New York, the law recognizes a balance between the rights of individual and the interests of 
society. When it comes to rules about photography in private places, your scope of         
photography taking can be curtailed. The more interesting issue comes up in public forums 
where other types of free speech is allowed. That’s a whole other series and beyond the 
scope of this limited post on street photography. The long and short of it, though, is that if 
you define street photography as a type of speech and expression that was envisioned by 
the first amendment to protect, the government has a high standard, a compelling one      
actually, to establish any curtailments of that right. 

2)  It’s against the law to take photographs of kids on the street: Within the framework 
of normal street photography, there is nothing against the law at all of taking photographs of 
kids on the street. But like anything else, the law recognizes reasonableness and notions of 
common sense. In other words, if you go around following a child and taking pictures, you 
are going to get the wrong kind of attention and, more particularly, the police, within the 
standards of legal interactions on the street as governed in New York by People v. Debour, 
will have the right to inquire about your activities. 

 

3) You can’t take photographs in the New York City subway: You most often hear this 

from cops and MTA workers.  This is complete hogwash.  Here’s the MTA rules regarding 
photography:  

21 CRR-NY 1050.9 

1050.9 Restricted areas and activities. 

(a) No person, except as specifically authorized by the Authority, shall enter or attempt to   
enter into any area not open to the public, including but not limited to train operator’s 
cabs, conductor’s cabs, bus operator’s seat location, station booths, closed-off areas, 
mechanical or equipment rooms, concession stands, storage areas, interior rooms,     
catwalks, emergency stairways (except in cases of an emergency), tracks, roadbeds, 
tunnels, plants, shops, barns, train yards, garages, depots or any area marked with a 
sign restricting access or indicating a dangerous environment. 

(b) No vehicle, except as specifically authorized, may be parked on Authority property. 

(c) Photography, filming or video recording in any facility or conveyance is permitted except 
that ancillary equipment such as lights, reflectors or tripods may not be used. Members of 
the press holding valid identification issued by the New York City Police Department are 

https://govt.westlaw.com/nycrr/Document/I51084044cd1711dda432a117e6e0f345?viewType=FullText&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=CategoryPageItem&contextData=(sc.Default)
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Street Photography and The Law (in New York) 

hereby authorized to use necessary ancillary equipment. All photographic activity must be 
conducted in accordance with the provisions of this Part. 

Read the entire NYC Transit Rules of Conduct 

Also read the ‘counterpoint’ at the end of this article. 

 

However, just because the MTA permits photography doesn’t mean you have a carte 
blanche to do whatever the hell you want, particularly if the police are asking you what 
you’re doing.  Under People v. Debour, police interactions with individuals on the street 
are governed by a sliding, four part scale, which is slightly different than the federal system, 

which affords fewer protections than New York State does.  On the most minimal of levels, 
Level One, the police must have an objective credible   reason to speak with you.  It’s called 
a request for information.  There’s not much to this and pretty much anything is going to get 
the police to this level.  After all, part of their job is at least hypothetically, to investigate    
conduct, and that conduct doesn’t necessarily have to be criminal on its face.  Level Two is 
a common law right of inquiry which must be supported by at least founded suspicion.  This 
kind of stop is  definitely more pointed in questioning toward the criminal side and, most    
importantly, as it relates here, the police can request consent to search.  Level Three is a 
forcible detention based upon reasonable suspicion.  It can resemble an arrest.  This is 
a Terry v. Ohio kind of stop, which is much more invasive than the prior two. The final  level 

is the arrest, which requires probable cause.  

There could be a slippery slope argument blasted against me about what I’m going to say 
next but here it goes anyway.  In the society and world we live now, would we not want the 
police to go up to an individual in the subway taking pictures and begin asking a few      
questions about what is going on?  Indeed, it’s more of a rhetorical   question not simply to 
try to put yourself in the shoes of society, but more specifically how the law views and treats 
these types of situations. The Fourth Amendment, which in the end really governs the nuts 
and bolts of the majority of the law of street photography as opposed to the First         
Amendment, is an amorphous living beast. What may not have been reasonable twenty 
years ago, as determined by the courts, is now reasonable.  This doesn’t make it right, but to 
understand, perhaps pessimistically so, that the concept of right has nothing to do with the 
law.  

Issues with street photographers in the subway generally revolve in the Level 1 and Level 2 
stages. Remember, though, Debour is a sliding scale, which means things can rapidly      
escalate depending on the circumstances.  Thus, in a Level 1 inquiry where a police officer 
asks, “Excuse me, what’s going on with the photography?”, and your response is, “I don’t 
have to tell you anything asshole because I have the right not to say anything,” is just going 
to lead to more questions by the police.  You certainly don’t have to even answer the     
question, but then again you don’t have to look both ways when you cross the street                  
either. Depending on the circumstances, and mind you, the law views the circumstances in 
the eyes of a reasonable police officer, not your subjective views, it would be reasonable for 
the police to continue to ask you questions, and probably more pointed questions that will 
make you feel uncomfortable. Probably best to say what you’re doing. If they want to see 

http://web.mta.info/nyct/rules/rules.htm#restricted
https://casetext.com/case/people-v-de-bour
http://nassau18b.org/search_seizure/debours%20four%20levels.pdf
https://www.law.cornell.edu/supremecourt/text/392/1
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Street Photography and The Law (in New York) 

Your pictures, then it’s best to either show them a photo or draw a line in the sand in the 
most polite way possible. 

4) It’s against the law to take pictures of police: There is no law forbidding you from    

taking take pictures of the police so long as you are in a public place.  Like everything else 
with the law, there are exceptions.  If your actions obstruct the administration of their lawful 
duties, and that’s a big f***ing if, your right to photograph will be curtailed.  For instance, if 
they’re trying to arrest someone and you get in the middle of it, literally in the middle of it, 
you could arguably be obstructing governmental administration. It’s the conduct that the 
crime of “OGA” is technically punishing, not the photography. 

NY Penal Law Section 195.05 Obstructing governmental administration in the second       

degree. A person is guilty of obstructing governmental administration when he intentionally 
obstructs, impairs or perverts the administration of law or other governmental function or 
prevents or attempts to prevent a public servant from performing an official function, by 
means of intimidation, physical force or interference, or by means of any independently     
unlawful act, or by means of interfering, whether or not physical force is involved, with radio, 
telephone, television or other telecommunications systems owned or operated by the state, 
or a county, city, town, village, fire district or emergency medical service or by means of    
releasing a dangerous animal under circumstances evincing the actor`s intent that the      
animal obstruct governmental administration. 

5) You can’t take pictures of buildings or bridges: There’s nothing in the law that        

prevents you from doing this. The laws about taking photographs from a bridge (some   
bridges, such as the George Washington, have signs like this) are, at least arguably,        
permissible under the theory that the expected act of taking photographs, from where the 
signs are posted forbidding it, would be dangerous to traffic. 

And one final word; just because you know the law doesn’t mean the cop does. And unless 
you have a badge of some kind, arguing with a cop about the law — as a general rule — 
rarely ends well. If you are going to argue, make sure you keep your arms to the side and 
never, ever push a cop or hit a cop unless you want to spend the night in jail. In New York, 
there is essentially no such thing as a valid self defense claim against a cop who is trying to 
effectuate an arrest. That is not just some observation. It’s the law. See generally Penal Law 
Section 35.27. The arrest doesn’t even have to be a valid one for this provision to    

apply. As you can see, the whole thing is a f***ing set up . . . so just be careful. 

Article (verbatim) courtesy of everyday aperture. 

https://codes.findlaw.com/ny/penal-law/pen-sect-195-05.html
https://newyork.public.law/laws/n.y._penal_law_section_35.27
https://newyork.public.law/laws/n.y._penal_law_section_35.27
https://everydayaperture.com/law/
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Street Photography and The Law: COUNTERPOINT 

Subway FAQ: Photo Permit Information 

This document is an attempt to summarize photo permit requirements for various transit  

systems. These rules pertain ONLY to individual rail fans taking photos with handheld     

cameras; with no flashbulb or external lighting; and no tripods. This document is provided as 

a courtesy; if you know of changes to policy that need to be mentioned in this document 

please return the favor and Leave Feedback. Information about other transit agencies not 

listed is also appreciated. 

In every case, please remember to be respectful and use common sense when taking your 

pictures: no trespassing, no flash in the motorman's face, leave when asked, stay out of the 

way of passengers, etc. Also, try to avoid taking pictures of employees without permission 

from the people in the picture. 

PLEASE NOTE: nycsubway.org and its contributors will not be responsible if you get 
into trouble for not following the rules! We're also not responsible if the rules change without 

notice! We're also not responsible if someone "enforces" a no-photography rule in error! 

THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT PERTAIN TO PROFESSIONAL, COMMERCIAL, NEWS/

PRESS PHOTO, OR MOVIE SHOOTS! 

New York City Transit Rules of Conduct states: Section 1050.9. Restricted areas and 

activities. (3) Photography, filming or video recording in any facility or conveyance is 

permitted except that ancillary equipment such as lights, reflectors or tripods may not 

be used. Members of the press holding valid identification issued by the New York 

City Police Department are hereby authorized to use necessary ancillary equipment. 

All photographic activity must be conducted in accordance with the provisions of this 

Part. 

However,  

the same regulations allow this rule to be overridden. For instance, 21 NYCRR 
1050.6 ("Use of the transit system") prohibits commercial activity (paragraph b), and 

nontransit use of facilities (paragraph c); where nontransit use is broadly defined as 

"non commercial activities that are not directly related to the use of a facility or      

conveyance for transportation purposes". A police officer could also determine that 

the act of photography violates other statutes, like 1050.9g, "no person may carry or 

bring to any facility any item that constitutes a hazard to operation or interferes with 

passenger traffic". Based on the wording of the statutes, it is possible that             

photography could still be a violation. As long as you're not trespassing or constituting 

a hazard to operation, etc. you should be fine.  

Information for the LIRR, Metro-North, Staten Island Rail Roads and the PATH of NY 

and NJ is also listed on this page. 

https://www.nycsubway.org/wiki/Subway_FAQ:_Photo_Permit_Information#Transit_Operators_Explicitly_Allowing_Photography
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 PFLI News 

The PFLI Competition images are posted at PFLI.smugmug.com. There you can browse 

all the prior months Creative contests, as well as the Digital A and B images. 

PFLI COMPETITION 

When: Fri, April 12, 6:30pm – 7:30pm 

Where: Chestnut Hill Elementary School, 600 S Service Rd, Huntington Station, NY 

     11746  

SEQCC is looking for 2 individuals for the position of PFLI Delegate. Delegates are    

responsible for attending the monthly PFLI Board meetings and the monthly SEQCC 

Executive Committee meetings to update SEQCC on any new PFLI developments. 

PFLI SCORES  
DIGITAL A 

 

23 POINTS 

Dianne Heggie - 'What Big Eyes You Have' 

Ronald Moore - 'Eagle1'  

 

 

 

 

21 POINTS 

Marvin Sheppard - 'majorleague'  

Ken Whitehead - 'For You My Love'  

Lawrence Gallmon - 'Early Autumn Morning' 

Ralph Simmons - 'Luck Star' 

 

 

19 POINTS 

Ronald Moore - 'Butterfly1' 

 

DIGITAL B 

 

23 POINTS 

Nyree Cyrus - 'A Mother’s Love' 

Algernon Lawrence - 'SUNSETANGLERS' 

 

 

 

 

21 POINTS 

Renee Harper - 'Cuba Joy Ride' 

Lisa Wade - 'Babe' 

Doris King - 'Flaming Red Pepper' 

Gail Dobbins - 'letsplay' 

Jacqueline Polite - 'Rocky Trail' 

 

20 POINTS 

SaintClair Reide - 'Reflections on Ice' 

 

https://pfli.smugmug.com/
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Tickets for the event are $30.00 in advance, $35.00 at the door. 

Purchase them from your club’s PFLI delegate or online at pflionline.org. 

Sunday, April 14, 2019 

9:00am - 4:00pm 

Suffolk County Community College 

Van Nostrand Theater 

Sagtikos Arts & Science Building 

Crooked Hill Road 

Brentwood, NY 11717  

http://pflionline.com/spring-spectacular.html
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How to create an Article for the Newsletter 
 

As you all know, the content of ‘Keeping in Touch’ is largely a collection of information that 

members like you wish to share with other members of SEQCC. We do have a Facebook 

page where information is shared, but not all members and friends of SEQCC have a          

Facebook account. With that in mind, PLEASE take the extra step to create a one page article 

for submission to the newsletter. If you have MS Word or a compatible word processing          

program and you know how to copy and paste, then this should be a no brainer for you.        

If you do not have a word processing program, you can create an article with a plain text 

document (*.txt) using the same procedure, you’ll just add your image(s) as an attachment in 

your email to newsletter@seccc.org.  

Here are the steps: 

1. Browse to the webpage you wish to create an article from. 

2. Open a blank document in your word processing program or a blank text document. 

3. Create a title for your article in the document or you can copy the title from the webpage 

and paste it (as plain text) into your open document. 

4. If there is an image you’d like to place in your article, copy and paste the image into the 

document. If using a text document, save the image to your computer, then include it as 

an attachment in your email along with the text document.  

5. Copy and paste (as plain text) the content of the webpage article into your document. You 

don’t need to copy the entire article if it spans multiple pages, just a few paragraphs 

should be enough. 

6. If there is more to the article than what you have included, please mention so, then copy 

and paste the URL (web address, you know, the http://website.com) of the article into your 

document. 

7. Save your completed document, name it and save it where you can find it. 

8. Create an email and address it to newsletter@seqcc.org with “Article for Newsletter” as 

the subject. You don’t even have to write anything in the email, just include the document 

and any accompanying images as attachments. 

9. e-Mail it! 

That’s it. That is pretty much all there is to know about creating a quick article for the      

newsletter. What’s that you say, it doesn’t seem quick? Try it a time or two and you’ll get so 

good at it, it will soon take no time at all! 

 

Remember, the Newsletter Committee is NOT responsible for creating the content for the 

newsletter, they are NOT reporters as such. The committee takes the information shared by 

its members and formats it to fit into the newsletter. Yes, the members of the committee, as 

club members also, may from time to time submit an article, but the bulk of the content must 

come from the membership. 

Thank you all, 

Ron Moore 

mailto:newsletter@seccc.org?subject=Article%20for%20Newsletter
mailto:newsletter@seqcc.org?subject=Article%20for%20Newsletter
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Salon 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Group 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B Group 

 

Images of the Month 

Lawrence Gallmon 

Early Autumn Morn 

SaintClair Reide 

Mikayla 

Nyree Cyrus 

A Mother’s Love 
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Runners Up - Salon 

DIANNE HEGGIE     

Baby Peace Lily 

DIANNE HEGGIE                      

What Big Eyes You Have 

RON MOORE                                       

Eagle1 

KEN WHITEHEAD               

Polo Anyone 

LAWRENCE GALLMON                       

Ivory Coast Child 

RALPH SIMMONS    

Lucky Star 

KEN WHITEHEAD                         

Cathedral on my Mind 

KEN WHITEHEAD                      

For You, My Love 
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Runners Up - A Group 

ALGERNON LAWRENCE                          

Sunset Anglers 

DORIS KING                        

Flaming Red Pepper 

NYREE CYRUS               

Crochet Dreamin’ 

ALGERNON LAWRENCE                            

Love Your Hair 
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Runners Up - B Group 

SAINTCLAIR REIDE Jr. 

Eyes 

JACQUELINE POLITE 

Rocky Trail 

LISA WADE                            

Babe 

SAINTCLAIR REIDE, Jr.                                   

Reflections on Ice 

LISA WADE                            

Sunday Morning 
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* Image of the Month Winner        Score   # of Images       IOM 

B Group 

Byron Henry, Jr.     8    6 

Delian Slater     26    12          1 

*Saint Clair Reide, Jr.    28    12   1 

Jean Bain      23    12 

Dotti Anita Taylor     23    12 

Gail Dobbins     23    12 

Helen Dobbins-Bryan    20    10   1 

Jacqueline Polite     19    10 

Lisa Wade      27    12   1 

Jai Jackson      10    7 

 

A Group 

Israel Singleton     3    2 

Doris King      17    12 

Renee Harper     23    12 

*Nyree Cyrus     34    12   3 

Algernon Lawrence    32    12   1 

 

Salon Group 

Brenda Gates     14    7 

*Lawrence Gallmon    23    9   2 

Ronald Moore     28    12   1 

Dianne Heggie     24    11 

Ken Whitehead     32    12 

Ralph Simmons     28    12 

Marvin Sheppard     26    12   1 

COMPETITION STANDINGS 2019-2019 

Competition #4 


